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In this research, process asymmetric polyetherimide hollow fiber membranes using ethanol (0, 2 and 4 wt%) as non-solvent
additive in the polymer dope via phase inversion method were fabricated. Aqueous solution of 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidine (NMP)
(90%) was applied as a bore fluid to avoid inner skin layer formation and water was used as the external coagulant. The
morphology of fabricated membranes was examined using field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). A gas
permeation test was conducted using Nitrogen. Fabricated membranes were characterized in terms of pore size, critical water
entry pressure, water contact angle and collapsing pressure. The performance of fabricated membranes for carbon dioxide
stripping from monoethanolamine solution using a gas - liquid membrane contactor system was studied. The results showed
that carbon dioxide stripping flux and efficiency increased by increasing liquid velocity. Also, enhancement of stripping flux
by increasing gas velocity was negligible. By increasing MEA solution temperature, stripping flux increased; therefore, liquid
phase temperature is a key parameter which needs to be controlled.
© 2015 MPRL. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Most of the energy in the world comes from fossil fuels, such as coal, oil
and gas. However, the combustion of fossil fuels inevitably results in the
emission of air pollutants and a huge release of carbon dioxide. Since CO2 is
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a major greenhouse gas, it should be removed from industrial flue gas
streams.
Many methods exist to remove CO2 by absorption into aqueous solution
of alkanolamines using conventional equipment including packed columns,
bubble columns, and spray columns. The use of aqueous alkanolamines
allows regeneration of the liquid absorbents by simple heating. Therefore, a
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typical process for CO2 capture consists of two major units, absorption and
desorption. Desorption is commonly carried out by using conventional
columns that have operational problems such as flooding, channeling, and
entrainment [1,2].
Hollow fiber membrane contactors for CO2 capture have been studied
over the past few decades [3,4]. Surprisingly, several studies have shown that
hydrophilic polymer such as polyetherimide (PEI) polymers [5] that have
been diversely used in ultrafiltration [6,7] and gas separation [8,9] can also be
potentially applied in the membrane contactor due to its high wetting pressure
and high absorption flux performance [10].
The structure of a membrane is influenced by the rate of the phase
inversion process. The thermodynamic stability of the polymer solution and
the diffusion rate of coagulant into the polymer solution are two important
parameters that determine the rate of the phase inversion process, which
further depends on the composition of the spinning dope and coagulation
media [10]. A rapid phase inversion process forms finger-like macro-voids in
the structure of the membrane and a slow phase inversion makes a spongelike structure [11,12]. One method to alter the rate of the phase inversion
process is blending additives to the spinning dope and/or coagulant. Polymers
[13–15], non-solvents [16–18] and salts [19] are additives for spinning dope
whereas solvents [20] and weaker non-solvents [21,22] are used as additive
for coagulant.
The structure of the membrane also depends on the polymer
concentration at the cloud point. Furthermore, highly water soluble phase
inversion promoters of low molecular weight can be washed out during the
phase inversion process, which in turn increases the porosity of the membrane
[10].
Several reports have been published on CO2 capture and stripping using
hollow fiber membrane contactor, which were fabricated using different
polymers. Rahbari-Sisakht et al. [23], polysulfone (PSf) HFM was produced
and applied for CO2 stripping from water. Results showed that liquid velocity
and temperature are two important factors for the gas stripping process while,
gas velocity has no significant effect.
Mansourizadeh and Ismail [24] studied the effects of different additives
such as polyethylene glycol of average molecular weight of 200 Daltons
(PEG200), glycerol, acetic acid and ethanol on the polysulfone (PSf)
membrane morphology. Their results showed that adding glycerol into the
spinning dope provided the membrane structure with a thin finger-like and a
thick sponge-like layer, which resulted in a higher critical water entry
pressure (CEPw) and CO2 absorption rate than the other PSf hollow fiber
membranes.
Bakeri et al. [10] added low molecular weight organic compounds to the
spinning dope as phase inversion promoters and studied their effects on the
structure of polyetherimide (PEI) hollow fibers. They employed water,
methanol, ethanol, glycerol and acetic acid as additives in the spinning dope
and fabricated hollow fiber membranes via the wet spinning method. Their
results showed that the solution containing water as additive had the lowest
thermodynamic stability and highest viscosity, which yielded a hollow fiber
with a thin skin layer of high porosity and a sublayer with sponge-like
structure. The four other polymer solutions were more stable
thermodynamically and less viscous. Among all their fellow fiber membranes,
adding methanol resulted in the highest absorption flux.
PEI is a polymer with good thermal and chemical stability that makes it a
suitable candidate for contactor applications. In addition, the low viscosity
and hydrophobicity of PEI solution promotes the formation of finger-like
macrovoids in the structure of PEI membranes that decreases the membrane
mass transfer resistance. Most studies on the effect of phase inversion
promoters on the structure of PEI membranes were devoted to gas separation
membranes, in which a dense skin layer should be present at the membrane
surface. Research about the effect of low molecular weight additives on the
structure and performance of porous PEI hollow fiber membranes in contactor
applications is rare.
In this work, the membrane contactor based regeneration unit was
developed to study the effect of some operating conditions such as the liquid
and gas velocities and liquid phase temperature on the CO2 stripping from
monoethanolamine (MEA).

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
Polyetherimide (PEI, Ultem®) was used for fabrication of the hollow
ﬁber membranes. 1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, >99.5%) was supplied by
Merck and used as solvent without further puriﬁcation. Ethanol was
purchased from Merck (Germany) and used as non-solvent additive in the
polymer dopes. Tap water was used as coagulation bath in all cases.
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Monoethanolamine (MEA) (>98%) was supplied by SIGMA-ALDRICH and
used as liquid absorbent.
2.2. Fabrication of PEI hollow ﬁber membranes
The PEI in pellet form was dried at 70±2 oC in a vacuum oven for 24 h to
remove the moisture. The spinning dopes of 18wt.% PEI, 2 and 4wt.%
Ethanolin NMP were prepared by stirring the solution at room temperature
until the solution became homogeneous. The resulting solutions were
degassed for 24 h at room temperature before spinning. The hollow ﬁber
spinning process by the wet phase inversion was described elsewhere [25].
Table 1 lists the detailed spinning parameters. The spun hollow ﬁbers were
immersed in water for 3 days to remove the residual NMP and Ethanol. Then,
they were dried at room temperature.
Table 1
Spinning conditions of PEI hollow fiber membranes.

2.3. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM)
Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) (ZEIZZ SUPRA
35VP) was used to observe the morphology of the fabricated PEI hollow ﬁber
membranes. The membrane samples were carefully fractured in liquid
nitrogen to have a clean brittle fracture. Then, the samples were dried in a
vacuum oven and coated by sputtering platinum before testing. The FESEM
micrographs of the cross-section of the hollow ﬁber membranes were taken at
various magniﬁcations.
2.4. Gas permeation test
For a porous asymmetric membrane, the determination of pore size and
particularly surface porosity is very important in studying mass transfer in the
membrane gas absorption [26]. The total gas permeation through the
asymmetric porous membrane is considered as the combination of the
Poiseuille ﬂow and Knudsen ﬂow [27]. Li et al. [28] introduced a modiﬁed
gas permeation method to determine the average pore size and the effective
surface porosity over the effective pore length of the asymmetric membrane.
By assuming cylindrical pores in the skin layer of the asymmetric
membranes, the gas permeance can be given as:

(1)
By plotting Ji versus mean pressures according to Eq. (1), the average
pore size can be calculated from the intercept (K0) and slope (P0) as follows:

(2)
The effective surface porosity over pore length, ε/Lp, can also be obtained
from the slope as:

(3)
The test apparatus was based on the volume displacement method. The
test module containing two hollow ﬁbers with a length of 10 cm was used to
determine gas permeability by shell side feed. The upstream pressure was in a
range from 1×105 to 4×105 Pa (from 1 to 4 bar) (absolute). Pure N2 was used
as the test gas and its permeation rate was measured at 25 ◦C using a soapbubble ﬂow meter connected to the lumen side of the hollow fibers. The gas
permeance test was conducted five times for each pressure and the average of
the measured times was used for calculation based on the outer diameter of
the hollow ﬁber.
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2.5. Critical entry pressure of water, overall porosity and Collapsing pressure
measurements

where JCO2 is the CO2 stripping flux (mol/m2s), Ql is liquid flow rate (m3/s),
and Ai is inner surface of the hollow fiber membranes.

The test module similar to the one used in the gas permeation test was
used to measure the critical entry pressure of water (CEPw). Distilled water
was pumped into the lumen side of the hollow ﬁbers. The pressure was
gradually increased at a 0.5×105 Pa (0.5 bar) interval. At each pressure, the
membrane module was kept at constant pressure for 30 min to check if any
water droplet appeared in the outer surface of the ﬁber. The critical water
entry pressure is the pressure at which the ﬁrst water droplet appears on the
outer surface of the hollow ﬁber.
The membrane overall porosity, εm, was determined by the gravimetric
method. It is deﬁned as the volume of the pores divided by the total volume of
the membrane calculated by [28]:

3. Results and discussion

(4)
where w1 is the weight of the wet membrane, w2 the weight of the dry
membrane, ρw water density and ρp the polymer density. In order to prepare
the wet membranes, ﬁve spun hollow ﬁbers were selected after 3 days solvent
exchange with tap water. The ﬁbers were immersed in distilled water for
another 24 h and the remaining water on the inner surface was blown by air
stream, before measuring the wet weight of the membrane. Then the
membranes were further dried in a vacuum oven for 2 h at 120 ◦C, before
measuring the dry weight. In order to assess the mechanical stability of the
hollow ﬁber membranes, a collapsing pressure test was performed. During the
gas permeation test, the upstream pressure on the shell side was increased at
0.5×105 Pa intervals. Collapsing pressure is the pressure at which a sudden
change, either decrease or increase, in the permeate ﬂow on the lumen side is
observed.
2.6. CO2 stripping experiment
The CO2 stripping flux and efficiency of fabricated membranes was
measured using a membrane contactor module. A total of 30 hollow fibers
were packed randomly in a stainless steel membrane module. The details of
the membrane contactor module are given in Table 2.

Table 2
Specifics of the gas-liquid membrane contactor.

Pure nitrogen sweep gas flowed through the shell side while MEA
solution (0.1 M) preloaded at room temperature with CO2 by another
membrane contactor flowed through the lumen side of the hollow fibers in a
counter-current flow mode. The pressure and the flow rate of gas and liquid
were controlled by the control valves. The liquid pressure was higher than gas
pressure by 0.2×105 Pa to avoid the formation of bubbles on the liquid side
[29]. The operating temperature and pressure were kept constant at 80 ◦C and
0.5×105 Pa, respectively, unless otherwise mentioned. The CO2
concentrations in the liquid phase at the inlet and outlet of the stripper module
were measured to determine stripping flux and efficiency by using the
chemical titration method. Before collecting liquid samples, all the
experiments were carried out for 30 min to achieve a steady state condition.
Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the experimental stripping membrane
contactor system schematically. The CO2 stripping efficiency (η) of the
module was calculated as:

(5)
The experimental CO2 stripping flux was calculated based on the inner
surface of the hollow fibers as:
J CO2 

C

l ,i

 Cl ,o   Ql
Ai

(6)

3.1. Morphology of the hollow ﬁber membranes
The PEI hollow ﬁber membranes were fabricated using a wet spinning
method with three different additive concentrations in the spinning solutions.
The morphologies of the membranes were studied by FESEM to investigate
the cross-section at different magniﬁcations. The fabricated hollow ﬁber
membranes have outer diameters ranging from 0.75 to 0.9 mm, inner
diameters ranging from 0.40 to 0.45mm and wall thickness ranging from
0.175 to 0.225 mm.
The cross-sectional structure of the membranes is depicted in Figures
2(A)–(C). Figures 2(A)-(C) show that all the hollow fibers have a sublayer
with finger-like macro-voids, originating from inner and outer surfaces of the
hollow fiber and extending to the middle section of the hollow fiber wall. All
the membranes exhibited a skinless inner surface. This is due to the high
NMP content in the inner coagulant. In fact, this phenomenon resulted in
open microporous structure in the inner surface. However, employing water
as the external coagulant provided membranes with an outer skin layer, since
water acts as a strong non-solvent.
3.2. Effect of the additives on the hollow ﬁber membrane structure
The results from the gas permeation experiments, CEPw measurement,
porosity measurement and collapsing pressure are summarized in Table 3.
Porosities are in the range of 74.24 to 76.50%, which are considered to be
high enough and are ascribed to the low polymer concentration in the dope.
Figure 3 shows the N2 permeance versus mean pressure. The data fit the
straight line relationship with reasonably high correlation coefficients, R 2.
These data were used to calculate the average pore size, according to the
method shown in the experimental section and the results given in Table 3. It
must be mentioned that the average pore size does not have any signiﬁcant
physical meaning, especially for the membranes prepared by phase-inversion
processes. However, this can be used as a parameter which can be compared
quantitatively for the membranes prepared under different spinning conditions
[30]. As can be seen, N2 permeances calculated for all the membranes tend to
increase with an increase in mean pressure. Such a phenomenon indicates that
both the Poiseuille and Knudsen ﬂows govern the N2 permeation through the
PEI membranes. As the slope for the membrane prepared with 4 wt.% of
ethanol as additive was very small, it indicates that Knudsen ﬂow contributes
to the gas permeation more than the Poiseuille flow due to small pore sizes.
On the other hand, the slope for the membrane prepared with 2 wt.% ethanol
was larger. It seems that the Poiseuille ﬂow is dominant for this membrane
due to the large pore sizes.
As for the critical entry pressure of water, all membranes can withstand
the excess pressure applied on the shell side (0.2×105 Pa) during the CO2
absorption process. The membrane fabricated with 4 wt.% ethanol in the
spinning dope resulted in the lowest CEPw (see Table 3), which is associated
with the largest average pore size.
3.3 Effect of the additives on the CO2 stripping performance
Figures 4 shows the effect of liquid velocity on the CO2 stripping flux of
fabricated membranes. As can be seen, CO2 stripping flux increased by
increasing liquid velocity. It was observed from Figure 2 that the CO2
stripping ﬂuxes of the membrane prepared with 4 wt. % of ethanol were
significantly lower than the other membranes. The effective surface porosity
of this membrane is smaller than the other membranes. Therefore, the contact
area between gas and liquid is smaller and stripping flux is smaller than other
membranes. With the membrane prepared with 2 wt.% ethanol as additive in
the spinning dope, a maximum CO2 ﬂux was achieved at the liquid flow rate
of 200 (ml/min) (= 0.7 m/s), which was almost more than the membrane
prepared with 4 wt.% of ethanol as additive. As the membrane which was
fabricated using 2 wt.% additive showed higher CO2 stripping flux, in order to
study the effect of operation conditions on stripping flux, this membrane was
selected.
Figure 5 shows the effect of liquid velocity on the CO2 stripping flux and
CO2 concentration in the outlet liquid. The effect of liquid velocity on the
stripping efficiency is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, stripping flux and
stripping efficiency increased by increasing liquid velocity. The highest
stripping flux of 2.09×10-4 (mol/m2s) and the lowest CO2 concentration in the
outlet liquid of 1.2×10-4 (mol/l) were achieved at the liquid flow rate of 200
(ml/min) (= 0.7 m/s), respectively. The highest stripping efficiency of almost
80% was also achieved. This is due to the reduction in liquid boundary layer
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Fig.1. Flow diagram of experimental stripping membrane contactor system.

A

B

C

Fig. 2. FESEM micrograph of cross-sectional structure of the PEI hollow ﬁber membranes: (A) Without additive, (B) 2 wt.% ethanol, (C) 4 wt.% ethanol.

Table 3
Properties of fabricated PEI hollow ﬁber membranes.

resistance and the increase in CO2 mass transfer coefficient at higher liquid
flow rates [31]. On the other hand, Khaisri et al. [32] reported that the gas
phase mass transfer resistance has a minor effect on the desorption
performance of a CO2 stripping membrane contactor system. According to
them, the contribution of the gas phase mass transfer resistance to the overall
mass transfer resistance is approximately 5–10%. Kumazawa [33] and
Koonaphapdeelert et al. [34] found that the mass transfer in gas stripping
membrane contactors was mainly controlled by the liquid film mass transfer
coefficient. It can therefore be reasonably concluded that the liquid phase
controls the overall mass transfer resistance of desorption processes by the
membrane contactor. This trend was also similar to most gas absorption and
stripping studies in membrane contactor applications [35-37].
As shown in Figure 5, the CO2 concentration in the liquid outlet
decreased considerably with an increase in liquid velocity. Therefore, a higher
stripping flux and efficiency were achieved at higher liquid velocity (Figures
5 and 6).

Fig.3. Measured N2 permeance as a function of mean pressure for PEI hollow ﬁber
membranes. (■ without additive, ▲PEI+2 wt.% Ethanol, ● PEI+4 wt.% Ethanol).

3.4 Effect of gas velocity on CO2 stripping flux
The effect of gas velocity was examined at 80 ◦C rich solution
temperature. The results in Figure 7 show that the enhancement of CO2
stripping flux with gas velocity was not significant. The CO2 desorption flux
increased from 6.55×10-7 to 2.62×10-6 (mol.m-2.s-1) by increasing the gas flow
rate from 50 to 200 (ml.min-1). As can be seen, an increase in the gas velocity
increased the CO2 desorption flux but this change was negligible. The results
confirmed the previous discussion that the liquid phase mass transfer
resistance is the controlling resistance in the system.

Fig. 4. Effect of the liquid velocity on CO2 stripping flux and CO2 concentration in outlet liquid.
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4. Conclusions

Fig. 5. Effect of liquid velocity on stripping efficiency.

Figure 8 shows experimental results for the effect of liquid phase
temperature on CO2 stripping flux through the membrane contactor module.
As can be seen, the CO2 stripping flux is significantly affected by the liquid
phase temperature, which can be related to the decrease of CO2 solubility with
increasing temperature. At higher temperatures, CO2 is dissolved in MEA
solution at the equilibrium tends to be released to the gas phase, which results
in the increase of driving force for mass transfer of CO2. From Figure 8, when
the liquid temperature increased from 80 to 90 ◦C, the CO2 stripping flux
increased from 2.1×10−4 to 5.1×10−4 mol.m-2.s-1 at a liquid velocity of 200
ml.min-1 (=0.7 m.s-1). As Figure 8 shows, the liquid phase temperature is a
key parameter that needs to be controlled.

All the hollow fibers have a sublayer with finger-like macro-voids,
originating from inner and outer surfaces of the hollow fiber and extending to
the middle section of the hollow fiber wall. All the membranes exhibited a
skinless inner surface. This is due to the high NMP content in the inner
coagulant. Porosities are in the range of 74.24 to 76.50%, which are
considered to be high enough and are ascribed to the low polymer
concentration in the dope. As for the critical water entry pressure, all
membranes can withstand the excess pressure applied on the shell side during
the CO2 absorption process. Stripping flux and stripping efficiency increased
by increasing liquid velocity. The highest stripping efficiency of almost 80%
was also achieved. This is due to the reduction in liquid boundary layer
resistance and the increase in CO2 mass transfer coefficient at higher liquid
flow rates. The CO2 concentration in the liquid outlet decreased considerably
with an increase in liquid velocity. Therefore, higher stripping flux and
efficiency were achieved at higher liquid velocity. An increase in the gas
velocity increased the CO2 desorption flux but this change was negligible.
The results confirmed the previous discussion that the liquid phase mass
transfer resistance is the controlling resistance in the system. When the liquid
temperature increased from 80 to 90 ◦C, the CO2 stripping flux increased.
Thus, the liquid phase temperature is a key parameter that needs to be
controlled.

Nomenclature
CO2 stripping flux: mol/m2s (JCO2)
Effective pore length: m (Lp)
Gas constant: 8.314 J/mol.K (R)
Gas molecular weight: kg/mol (M)
Gas permeance: mol/m2sPa (Ji)
Gas temperature: K (T)
Gas viscosity: kg/m.s (µi)
Inner surface of the hollow fiber membranes: m2 (Ai)
Liquid flow rate: m3/s (Ql)
Liquid phase CO2 concentration intlet: mol/m3 (Cl,i)
Liquid phase CO2 concentration outlet: mol/m3 (Cl,o)
Mean pressure: Pa (P)
Pore radius: m (rp)
Surface porosity: ε
Fig. 6. Effect of gas velocity on CO2 stripping flux.
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